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the career of Wellington as a commander in the field, the reign
of the greatest soldier and statesman who ever bore rule in
France or contended with the amphibious might of England,
and the briefest and most famous campaign in the history of the
British army.
III. wellington and his campaigns
Although Wellington's early career in India and his period
of office as Commander-in-Chief in England still remain to be
chronicled in the further course of this book, the victorious end
of his last and greatest campaign seems a suitable point for us
to pause and consider what sort of man fee was who, in seven
short years, had raised the military reputation of his country
from perhaps the lowest depths to which it has ever fallen to a
level little, if at all, inferior to that of Napoleonic France, and
won for himself an undisputed place in the trinity of Britain's
commanders of genius.
Posterity's idea of the Great Duke, as has been well said,
has been rose-coloured by the memory of the later years of his
life, when he had become a national institution, the very faults
and excrescences of which were venerable, and was thougiit of
only as the last survivor of a heroic age. Tennyson's immortal
phrases about " the good gray head ", " great in council and
great in war ", " the tower of strength which stood four-square
to all the winds that blew " have perpetuated for all time this
somewhat misleading view. For, in fact, Wellington as a
man was in his period of active command in the field—whatever
he may have become under the mellowing influence of old
age — the reverse of admirable or lovable. Few men with
such an undeniable claim to greatness can have xmited in them-
selves so many unpleasant personal characteristics. His
amours were promiscuous and sordid; gratitude, courtesy,
good fellowship were all foreign to his repellent nature ; and
his behaviour towards certain individuals who were unfortunate
enough to fall out of his good graces gives one to believe that
his own verdict on Napoleon—that he was " no gentleman "
—might with even greater appositeness have been self-applied.
But we are not here concerned with the Duke as a man, but
rather as a General, and in this respect, it seems to us, no one
not wilfully and of set purpose blind can deny his pre-eminent
greatness. It remains to be seen in what exactly that greatness
consisted.
It must be remembered first and foremost that he was a
British General, and that, like all British Generals, he was work-
ing throughout within very definite limitations. He had at his

